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Birth of a pick up artist
PUA boot camps turn
wallflowers into players
in just one weekend
NATALIE TIMPERIO

Hollywood said that he first became
involved in the business of PUAs through a
blog of his own.
n overwhelming sense of curiosity
“Once I graduated I got a job in the
came over me as I read the words, financial sector,” he said. “I wasn’t really
“You don’t know me, but I’m sure happy with it, so blogging just became an
you will after you Google my e-mail address.” outlet for me. I turned that into writing weird
Who could be so nervy as to begin an e-mail stories that just happened to me. And then I
like that? Some everyday prankster? Some started running a fan base. Guys asked me,
regular Joe seeking attention?
‘Well do you want to hang out and pick up
I had to find out about this mystery girls?’ Weird, but sure. From there on I started
man. After all, it’s not every day I get such getting e-mails from other people saying that
audacious correspondence.
there is this whole community where men
I tracked down my mystery man’s learn to pick up girls.”
website which, to my amusement, informed
With an influx of men eagerly
me that he may just be the most interesting wanting to learn more of Hollywood’s pursuits,
man in the world. Having now learned more he began to cultivate his growing popularity
about him, I would not dispute that claim.
into something more. Now Hollywood works
The elusive character I speak of goes as an instructor for truCharisma.
by the name Jackson Hollywood and he is a
truCharisma, a renowned team
self-described master pickup artist.
of dating instructors, trains men on the art
Being a woman,
of picking up women. As
I was slightly put-off upon
the truCharisma website
finding out what Hollywood
declares, “We train our
Across Canada
does. My initial intrigue
clients in the theory behind
morphed into utter disdain there exist legions of building
attraction
and
as I demanded to know how men who convene in creating comfort in social
picking up women could be
situations. We then put our
‘lairs,’ where
considered an art. Moreover,
creditability on the line by
how could someone claim
taking our clients out and
they exchange
to be a master of picking up
showing them the effect of
informationon
women?
our techniques and methods
routines for
Then
again,
I
in real life.”
thought about how difficult
Hollywood plays
attracting and
it may be for some men to
host for weekend “boot
seducing women.” camps” at which, over the
pick up women, whether
for one night’s enjoyment
course of a Friday, Saturday,
or a lifetime commitment.
and Sunday, he coaches
I recalled all the instances in which I had, less socially adept men to become everyday
without a second thought, rejected men who PUAs.
had approached me in an attempt to seduce
“We’ll have hotel conferences
me. None of those acts of rejection had fazed during the day where we’ll go over theory.
me at the time. But, I now wondered, what You know, ‘Don’t be a complete creep, here’s
had become of all those men who had failed what you do’... And then at night after all the
to attract me?
theory is done, I’ll take them out to bars or
This is where Hollywood comes in, clubs, and whatever they were taught they go
playing an important role in the lives of the out and train, essentially.”
shot-down and rejected. He teaches men of
Hollywood noted that most men
all ages how to pick up women, transforming tend to crash and burn during their first field
them from washed-out wallflowers to pick up test, which generally takes place in a night
artists, or PUAs, as Hollywood refers to them. club. The message starts to sink in after a
In my interview with him, Hollywood little constructive criticism, though. After
told me that across Canada there exist legions several attempted pickups over the course of
of men who convene in organizations known the weekend, the clients start to get the hang
as “lairs.” These lairs are buried in online of Hollywood’s methods.
forums where PUAs exchange information
“Most of them come out completely
on routines and tips for attracting and different than how they came in,” he
seducing women.With anonymity considered said. “There’s a complete change and an
to be of the utmost importance, these PUAs understanding of how the social dynamics
use nicknames to conceal their true identity work and why [certain methods] don’t work.”
while still being active members of these
But the boot camps extend far beyond
lairs. Hamilton is home to a lair itself, which the art of picking up women. What is learned
is known as the Hamilton Social Network.
in these crash-courses can be applied to any
Hollywood further explained that, situations that require social interaction. After
more than simply exchanging tricks of the all, social relations are not solely confined to
trade, the routines taught by PUAs are field those that involve the opposite sex.
tested. This means that men actually take what
My closer look into the mores of the
is learned in the lair and put it into practice.
underground PUA world lead me to profoundly
“They’ll try it and report back in the reconsider the social underpinnings of maleforum, meaning that this isn’t just bullshit; female interaction and how much of a skill
it actually works,” Hollywood explained. picking up really is. The next time I’m at the
“Eventually you’ll have enough routines bar, I’ll be sure to look for a PUA. You should
where people establish entire systems from do the same.
point A, where you meet a girl, to point Z,
Gentlemen, you may just consider
where you have a relationship with her.”
joining the ranks.
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